High John The Conqueror Oil

About this item (From Amazon)
ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING - High John the Conqueror Root can be used for money drawing,
good luck, power, success, passion, love, games of chance, prosperity, new opportunities and
strength.
*****
Love, Love, Love.
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Verified Purchase
Sundays in the city of Fort Lauderdale, the city buses cut services early. I knew this. And that's why I
had extra money on me to catch a Lyft. But I never had made it in time to put the cash money on my
Blu Bird card.
The reason why I had left out so late on a Sunday to catch the bus is because I had to take my oldest
daughter to the Children's Hospital. She wasn't sick or nothing like that. Actually she was fine and
well. The school she was attending for the summer didn't want her on the premises of the school,
because they wanted to make sure the scarlet fever she had previous weeks ago, was out of her
system. So basically, I had to take my daughter to the hospital to get a doctor's note, indicating that
she was cure from her sickness.
After getting the doctor's note from the hospital, my two daughters wanted to go to McDonald's,
which is twenty feet from the bus terminal. No biggie. We can make it in time to catch the bus to
Walmart, so I can put the cash on the Blu Bird card to get a Lyft home. We arrive at the bus terminal
and found out the bus we needed to catch had stop a HOUR AGO. That's when I start asking people,
"Do you know if there's any buses still running?" A lot of people said "I don't know". That's when I
begin to talk to someone who work there; he first let me that there were not any more buses running
for the night. But then he came back to me saying, "I'm going to find a way for you and your kids get
home." And that was minutes after I had called a yellow cab on the phone, to see how much it will
cost to get me and my kids home. Found out the yellow cab were asking for TOO MUCH money.
The guy who had said he will find a way for us to get home, had called a bus driver who had finish
her last route for the night, told her to take me and my kids home, who were stranded at the bus
terminal. When I was on that bus it felt like the impossible eventually had turn into the possible.
I didn't mention: Before I had left for the day, I had the High John The Conqueror conjure oil on my
body before I had left. And I truly Believe the High John had made it possible for me and my two kids
get home that night. Safe and sound.

